
The United Kingdom Partnership
www.ukpartnership.net



Our History:
Founded in late 2013, the 

UK Partnership exists to 

connect confessionally 

Reformed congregations 

from the United States to 

indigenous, Reformed 

church planters in the 

United Kingdom.
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5. And annual meetings to be held (even years in the US & odd years in the UK)



Where are we TODAY?

By God’s grace, we have:

1) Invested just over $3.3 million in 10 years 

2) Engaged 27 US churches (25 PCA & 2 EPC)

3) Planted over 24 UK churches representing 5 UK denominations

4) Developed numerous, mutually-encouraging relationships!
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WHERE are we GOING?

$3.3 million = 10 yrs
$3.3 million more in 5 

years (by 2027)

Double US churches 
involved & UK 

churches planted

DOUBLE the involvement 



HOW are we going to get there?

Seek HIS guidance Form UKP Logistics
Establish Advisory 

Board

By God’s grace 

and the Holy 

Spirit’s leading

UKP Logistics will 

be a 501(c)(3)

US & UK members 

to help set goals 

and guide UKP 

Logistics forward



UKP LOGISTICS– 501(c)(3)

DENOMINATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

(e.g. PCA GA elective)

PASS THROUGH 

DONATIONS (w/no fees)

(Encouraging Individuals, 

Families & Foundations 

to Participate)

FOCUSED 

RECRUITING OF 

NEW CHURCH 

PARTNERS

The UKP Logistics will serve as a vehicle to help the UKP 
Double in 5 Years:



How do we build church-
church pastor-pastor
relationships?

London on the Thames

Manchester



Oxford, UK (not MS) London - RAC



Lookout Mountain 
Presbyerian Church

Lookout Mountain



Ruby Falls
Chattanooga, TN Ullapool, Scotland



Edinburgh

Manchester

PCA - GA



See you next year in the UK!

Monday, November 13 through Friday, November 17, 2023 

www.ukpartnership.net

The United Kingdom
Partnership


